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Abstract— Unique Identification System is a system in which 

each citizen of a nation will have a unique 16 digit number 

Unique Identification Number which would not simply 

enable the government to track down individuals, but rather 

would make life far simpler for citizens as they would not 

need to submit multiple documents each time they need to 

benefit another administration—open private, government., 

administrative expert or law-requirement organization. In this 

paper, the author has proposed a system in which we have to 

input via figure print reader or browsing the figure print. Then 

the system will examine the figure print and give the details 

of the person including the name, address and other details. 

In the proposed work we have implemented the fast rgb based 

image comparison algorithm for the finger print analysis in 

order to reduce the time taken to analyze the finger print if 

compared to the traditional finger lines analysis method. 

Key words: UID, Finger Print Recognition, Information 

Retrieval, Image analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Unique Identification System is a system in which each 

citizen of a nation will have a unique 16 digit number Unique 

Identification Number which would not simply enable the 

government to track down individuals, but rather would make 

life far simpler for citizens as they would not need to submit 

multiple documents each time they need to benefit another 

administration—open private, government., administrative 

expert or law-requirement organization. This system will 

contain subtle elements like the name, sex, address, conjugal 

status, photograph, identification check and face biometrics. 

The unique identification number will be founded on a 

sophisticated application called SCOSTA, a secured 

electronic gadget that is utilized for keeping data and other 

information in a way that lone approved people can see it. The 

security of the UID database system will be taken care of by 

the Biometric Data. The system would provide a database of 

residents containing extremely basic data in biometric. The 

UID system's database is worked by gathering data from 

various existing databases circulated everywhere throughout 

the nation, consolidating and putting away it in one brought 

together UID system database building up a card which can 

be midway issued and utilized all around. This record 

enlightens us regarding the advantages and capacities that 

will be provided to the identification system. It additionally 

expresses the different necessities, details, points of interest 

and imperatives that the system ought to abide by. UID 

system helps in dealing with a solitary number for each 

individual needs in his/her life expectancy i.e. the number is 

utilized as Driving license number, Voter ID card number, 

registration number in any association, financial balance 

number, individual or expert points of interest. Security 

instrument in UID one marvels - if there is no physical 

Identity card or electronic shrewd card, at that point by what 

method will UID validate its citizens. For actualizing this, 

two distinct processes need to took after, the first being the 

recording process and the second one - the authentication 

process. The UID is on a very basic level arranged to identify 

citizens with the goal that better security can be provided by 

identifying illicit migrants and psychological militants. The 

part the system imagines is to issue a unique identification 

number (UID) that can be confirmed and authenticated in an 

on the web, financially savvy way, and that is sufficiently 

powerful to wipe out duplicate and fake identities.  

Establishing the identity of a man is getting to be 

noticeably basic in our unfathomably interconnected society. 

Inquiries like "Is she truly who she claims to be?", "Is this 

individual approved to utilize this office?" or "Is he in the 

watch list posted by the government?" are routinely being 

postured in an assortment of situations extending from 

issuing a driver's license to picking up section into a nation. 

The requirement for dependable client authentication 

strategies has expanded in the wake of uplifted worries about 

security and rapid headways in systems administration, 

correspondence and versatility. Biometrics, portrayed as the 

study of perceiving an individual in light of her physiological 

or behavioral attributes, is starting to pick up 

acknowledgment as a real technique for deciding an 

individual's identity. Biometric systems have now been 

conveyed in different business, regular citizen and 

criminological applications as a methods for establishing 

identity. These systems depend on the evidence of 

fingerprints, hand geometry, iris, retina, face, hand vein, 

facial thermo gram, signature, voice, and so forth to either 

validate or decide an identity.  

The Government of India (GoI) has set out upon an 

activity to provide a Unique Identity (UID) to each resident 

of India and has constituted the Unique Identification 

Authority of India (UIDAI) for this reason. The planning of 

this activity coincides with the expanded concentrate of the 

GoI on consideration and advancement through interests in 

different social part projects, and change out in the open 

administrations conveyance through e-Governance 

programs. The UID has been imagined as a methods for 

residents to effortlessly and viably set up their identity, to any 

office, anyplace in the nation, without having to over and 

again deliver identity documentation to organizations. More 

points of interest on the UIDAI and the system review can be 

found on the site: http://www.uidai.gov.in. 
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A. Generic Biometric System 

 
Fig. 1: Generic Biometric System [Ref 

Http://Www.Nap.Edu] 

A number of opportunities exist for consolidating the setting 

of the data catch which may additionally help enhance the 

execution of the system and avoiding undesirable estimations 

(and consequent recover of alluring estimations). To 

recognize the machine-clear portrayals totally catch the 

invariant and prejudicial data in the info estimations is the 

most difficult issue in speaking to biometric data.  

In above fig. the second piece plays out all the vital 

pre-processing: it needs to expel curios from the sensor, to 

improve the info (e.g. evacuating foundation clamor), to 

utilize some sort of standardization, and so on. In the third 

square fundamental components are removed. This 

progression is a vital stride as the right components should be 

extricated in the ideal way. A vector of numbers or a picture 

with specific properties is utilized to make a layout. A layout 

is a union of the important characteristics separated from the 

source. Components of the biometric estimation that are not 

utilized as a part of the correlation calculation are discarded 

in the layout to lessen the record measure and to secure the 

identity of the enrollee. Given crude information estimations, 

naturally extricating the given portrayal is a to a great degree 

troublesome issue, particularly where input estimations are 

loud. A given subjectively complex portrayal plan ought to 

be managable to mechanization with no human intercession. 

For example, the manual system of fingerprint identification 

utilizes as much as twelve components. Be that as it may, it 

is not plausible to fuse these components into a completely 

programmed fingerprint system since it difficult to 

dependably identify these elements utilizing best in class 

picture processing methods. Deciding components that are 

managable to mechanization has not gotten much 

consideration in PC vision and example recognition look into 

and is particularly essential in biometrics which are settled in 

the plan theories of a related develop manual system of 

identification. Customarily, the component extraction system 

takes after an organized successive design which blocks 

compelling combination of removed data accessible from the 

estimations. Expanded accessibility of modest registering and 

detecting assets improves it conceivable to utilize 

structures/strategies for data processing to distinguish the 

elements dependably. Once the components are resolved, it is 

additionally a typical practice to configuration include 

extraction process in a fairly specially appointed way. The 

viability of such strategies is restricted particularly when 

input estimations are uproarious. Thorough models of 

highlight portrayals are useful in a dependable extraction of 

the elements from the information estimations, particularly, 

in uproarious circumstances. 

 
Fig. 2: System Operation [Ref. http://www.nap.edu] 

Two rates are utilized to portray the capacity of a biometric 

system to confirm its clients.  

1) False match rate (FMR) depicts the likelihood that a 

biometric system will mistakenly verify an individual or 

will neglect to dismiss an impostor. It gauges the rate of 

invalid matches.  

2) False non-coordinate rate (FNMR) determines the 

likelihood that a biometric system inaccurately proclaims 

disappointment of match between input test and 

coordinating layout. It quantifies the rate of valid sources 

of info being rejected. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Fingerprint Liveness Detection Using Convolutional 

Neural Networks presented by R. F. Nogueira, R. de Alencar 

Lotufo and R. Campos Machado in June 2016 [1] 

The authors suggested that with the growing utilization of 

biometric authentication systems in the current years, parody 

fingerprint detection has turned out to be progressively 

essential. In this paper, we utilize convolution neural 

networks (CNNs) for fingerprint liveness detection. Our 

framework is assessed on the informational collections 

utilized as a part of the liveness detection rivalry of the years 

2009, 2011, and 2013, which contains very nearly 50 000 

genuine and fake fingerprints images. We compare four 

different models: two CNNs pretrained on natural images and 

fine-tuned with the fingerprint images, CNN with random 

weights, and a classical local binary pattern approach. We 

show that pretrained CNNs can yield the state-of-the-art 

results with no need for architecture or hyperparameter 

selection. Data set augmentation is used to increase the 

classifiers performance, not only for deep architectures but 

also for shallow ones. We also report good accuracy on very 

small training sets (400 samples) using these large pretrained 

networks. Our best model achieves an overall rate of 97.1% 

of correctly classified samples-a relative improvement of 

16% in test error when compared with the best previously 

published results.  

B. StirTraceV2.0: Enhanced Benchmarking and Tuning of 

Printed Fingerprint Detection, M. Hildebrandt and J. 

Dittmann, vol. 10, no. 4, pp. 833-848, April 2015 [2] 

 In this paper, authors address the issue of assessing the 

general nature of fabrication detection approaches for 

counterfeit sweat printed idle fingerprints set at wrongdoing 

scenes. It is critical to have reliable detection mechanisms 
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tried on complex attributes caused for instance by various 

surfaces, printers and amid procurement, abstaining from 

misdirecting wrongdoing scene examinations. Today just a 

set number of detection techniques exist in the literature and 

test sets are as yet constrained in size and quality covering 

every single distinctive condition (impact factors). In light of 

the as of late presented freely accessible StirTrace device, we 

upgrade the usefulness to reproduce intricate and practical 

test sets and talk about how detection approaches can be 

tuned by encourage preprocessing and include determination. 

Our commitments here are twofold. To start with, we 

recommend a benchmarking outline in 16-bit space working 

in full piece profundity of the present nanometer tactile and 

propose improvements for advance reproductions of sensor 

and substrate qualities and additionally single and 

consolidated output antiques (mimicked, novel test 

informational collection of in aggregate 1.254.000 

examples). Second, we benchmark exemplarily two known 

capabilities on nonsimulated and reproduced information and 

contrast discoveries and extra preprocessing and highlight 

choice. At long last, we abridge lessons figured out how great 

the present detection functions and which challenges exist for 

accomplishing a high unwavering quality. For the group we 

give a device, which can be utilized as key premise to 

reproduce impact factors permitting a methodical 

examination and benchmarking of results. We additionally 

need to inspire additionally investigate in the plan and tuning 

of imitation detection approaches. 

C. Contrast Enhanced Subsurface Fingerprint Detection 

Using High-Speed Optical Coherence Tomography, X. Yu et 

al[3], vol. 29, no. 1, pp. 70-73, Jan.1, 1 2017.[3] 

Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) 

has been exhibited to be a suitable device in measurable 

science for fingerprint detection, yet despite everything it 

experiences certain down to earth issues, e.g., the restricted 

scanning velocity and low picture differentiate. In this letter, 

we report a rapid SD-OCT together with a picture 

differentiate enhancement instrument for reliable subsurface 

fingerprint detection. The developed SD-OCT framework 

accomplishes a scanning rate up to 60k A-lines/s, and hence, 

both 3D volumetric images, coming to up to 20 mm × 20 mm 

× 1.2 mm, and en confront interior fingerprint wrinkle design 

images could be gotten. In view of the examinations of the 

papillary layer anatomical structures, the difference 

enhancement technique smothers picture ancient rarities, as 

well as is successful in distinguishing fingerprint spoofing. 

Analyses on sound subjects have likewise been led to confirm 

the framework imaging ability and the adequacy of the 

differentiation enhancement technique. 

D. Three tier secured state-of-the-art EVM design using 

pragmatic fingerprint detection annexed with NFC enabled 

voter-ID card, A. Das, M. P. Dutta and S. Banerjee, 

Pudukkottai, 2016, pp. 1-6 [4] 

India being the biggest majority rules system on the planet, 

decisions shapes the foundation of our nation. Among the 

unmistakable pioneers, an agent is being run the nation and 

to look for and scan for the general population undertakings, 

bits of enactment and established changes. The difficult 

errand is to keep up straightforwardness in the constituent 

procedure and shield the trustworthiness of decisions to make 

it evenhanded and withstand any fakeness. Frenzy free races 

is one of the basic issues in the present situation which 

resembles discovering needle in a pile, that needs an eye and 

heaps of cash is being spent to guarantee that the races are 

reasonable and impartial. Protection is likewise vital to make 

decisions evenhanded to avert voter pressure, terrorizing and 

ticket offering. In any case, these days it is seen that, 

numerous undesirable strengths are enjoyed false voting and 

as of late additionally been reprimanded for decision 

inconsistencies that prompts equivocalness between the 

surveying results and the genuine decision given by the 

general population. Established survey site voting techniques 

alongside numerous other PC based voting framework 

balance a few regulatory and strategic difficulties regarding 

cost, voter distortion and count of votes. This paper proposes 

another best in class Electronic Voting Machine 

configuration in journey for race authenticity, to give an 

economical arrangement which depends on logical biometric 

framework utilizing fingerprint detection alongside 

consideration of Near-Far Communication innovation. 

E. Fast sequential forensic detection of camera fingerprint, 

F.Pérez-González, M. Masciopinto, I. González-Iglesias and 

P. Comesaña, 2016 [5] 

Two consecutive camera fingerprint detection techniques are 

proposed. Successive tests execute a log-probability 

proportion test in an incremental way, consequently 

empowering a reliable choice with a negligible number of 

perceptions. One of our strategies adjusts Goljan et al's. to 

successive operation. The second, which offers better 

execution as far as normal number of test perceptions, 

depends on regarding the option speculation as a doubly 

stochastic model. At last, we approve the execution of our 

techniques with investigations and contrast them and the 

cutting edge in quick camera fingerprint detection. 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION & REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 

Biometrics can assume an imperative part in authentication 

applications, since they are emphatically connected to the 

holder, and hard to overlook, lose or give away. It is 

imperative that biometric systems be intended to withstand 

assaults when utilized in security-basic applications, 

particularly in unattended remote applications, for example, 

web based business.  

1) Attack on the biometric sensor with mockups or fakers. 

A generation of a biometric quality is introduced as 

contribution to the system.  

2) Replay assault. A recorded flag (containing a formerly 

caught flag) is replayed to the system, bypassing the 

biometric sensor.  

3) Attack on the component extractor. The component 

extractor is constrained, e.g., by Trojan stallion, to abuse 

single elements of a biometric quality, or to create 

changed esteems than those perused by the biometric 

sensor.  

4) Tampered element portrayal. Components removed from 

the sensor input are supplanted by an alternate (false) 

highlight set. The phases of highlight extraction and 

matching are regularly indivisible, and the assault is 

unpredictable. Notwithstanding, if the extricated 

highlight set is sent to a remote matcher, e.g., over the 

Internet, the risk is genuine.  
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5) Attack on the matcher. The matcher is constrained, e.g., 

by Trojan stallion, to deliver high or low matching score, 

keeping in mind the end goal to permit or deny access to 

an individual.  

6) Attack on put away biometric layouts. Layouts put away 

in a biometric database (nearby, remote, disseminated) 

are included, adjusted or erased.  

7) Tampered layout portrayal. See 4.  

8) Attack on the choice end point. In the event that the last 

matching choice is controlled by the assailant, the 

authentication system is crippled. By overriding the last 

matching choice, the biometric system is rendered 

pointless and the biometric data unessential.  

The solid connection amongst biometrics and the holder 

additionally ensures that the characteristics can't be affected 

or adjusted by its holder, without hurt. It gives off an 

impression of being hard to deny or hide one's biometrics. 

Security concerns exist wherever uniquely identifiable data 

identifying with an individual are gathered, put away or 

processed. Some contend that the omnipresent utilization of 

biometrics in vast scale business applications, the simplicity 

to make biometric layouts and the amassing of biometric 

profiles in immense databases could degrade exemplary 

measurable applications. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Proposed Biometric System 

In the proposed system we will first require the thumb figure 

print reader. 

 
Fig. 3: thumb figure print reader 

[Ref: http://temp.yourposstore.com/finger-print-

readers/stand-alone/uru-digital-persona-4500-finger-print-

reader-usb.html] 

This device will be used for storing the finger print 

in the computer as an image and then stored the location of 

the file in the database.\ 

1) Modules involved in the System:  

 Finger Print Scanning Module 

 Person Details Module 

 Fetching Information Module 

a) Finger Print Scanning Module 

In this module the basic work performed is that we have to 

first create the database of the person finger print with their 

corresponding UID. 

In this involved the table structure with the 

following information to be kept there,  

Finger Print Data table  

 

Field Name Description 

UID Unique Identification Number 

Photo1 First Thumb Finger Print 

Photo2 Second Thumb Finger Print 

Photo3 Third Thumb Finger Print 

Photo4 Fourth Thumb Finger Print 

Photo5 Fifth Thumb Finger Print 

In this we are storing the four photos as the way to 

safe guard that if thumb impression matches any one of them, 

it is considered to be valid. 

b) Person Details Module 

In this module we have to first create the database 

containing the information regarding the person. This details 

involves the following information  

1) UID 

2) Name of the person 

3) Date of Birth 

4) Address 

5) Phone Number 

6) Email ID 

7) Blood Group 

This also involves the following table 

Person Data table 

Structure of the table 

Field Name Description 

UID Unique Identification Number 

Name Name of the Person 

Dob Date of Birth of the Person 

Fname Father’s Name 

Address Complete Address of the Person 

Mobile Mobile Number of the person 

Phone Any Landline Number 

Email Id Any Email ID 

Bgroup Blood Group of the person 

c) Fetch Information Module 

In this module we will first take input the finger print of the 

person whose information is to be fetched. 

1) Step 1:  Scan the finger print of the Person 

2) Step 2:  The Scan finger print image will be compared in 

the database of the finger prints, containing five photos 

and UID. 

If the match occurs the corresponding UID is fetched. 

3) Step 3: The fetched UID is then matched with the 

Person_data table and the full information regarding that 

person will be fetched.  

B. Algorithm of System 

In this algorithm we will denote the data and inputs with the 

following  

FIN: It is the finger print input  

FDATA: It is the finger print database of size M 

PDATA: It is the person data 

BEGIN 

1) Read FIN 

2) For I = 1 to M [Total Record in the FDATA ] 

3) Read Record of FDATA in FREC 

4) If FIN is in the FREC then 

a) UID is fetched from FREC using the Image 

Comparing Algorithm 
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5) End of Loop 

6) If UID is not Found then 

a) No Record Found then Exit 

End If Structure 

7) For I = 1 to N [Total Record in the PDATA] 

8) Read Record the PDATA in PREC 

9) If UID in the PREC then 

a) Data is fetched and displayed 

End of the Loop 

10) If UID is not found then  

a) No UID exists faulty database 

End of the If 

11) END 

END 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. User Validation 

 
Fig. 4: User Validation [Image from the Implementation 

This section will validate the user on the basis of his figure 

print 

After validation UID details will be fetched 

Here the percentage accuracy is matched  

 
Fig. 5: Graphical Comparison of two approaches 

 

 

 
Fig. 6: Record Fetched From Database [Image from the 

Implementation] 

VI. TESTING 

A. Testing  

For the testing purpose we have taken the dataset of the 

UPEK Fingerprint Database samples  

 
Fig. 7: UPEK Finger Print DataSet 

The sample dataset which we have created in our 

database contains the total of the 500 records which are taken 

for the simulation process and portion of the dataset is shown 

in the figure 6.2. 

 
Fig. 8: Database for the Persons Record 

With the corresponding database we have store the 

database of the finger print images used for associating the 

records with the finger print. 

 
Fig. 9: Database for the Finger Print Record 
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B. Sample Case of u00120  

Now , we want to examine the difference in the search , in 

base and proposed approach , for the u00120 as the finger 

print file is f1.jpg so , we analyse the time take in both the 

approaches. 

 
Fig. 10: Finger Print f1.jpg 

Now the time taken in the base approach and proposed 

approach is shown in table 6.1  

Base Approach Proposed Approach 

846 milliseconds 23 milliseconds 

Table 1: Time Comparison Table for u00120 

And the time comparison graph is shown in Fig 6.5 

 
Fig. 11: Time Comparison Graph for u00120 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

The proposed work is an endeavour to beat some working 

efficiency worry of the framework. The exploratory 

outcomes exhibit that the proposed approach and its related 

pore extraction technique can identify pores all the more 

precisely and powerfully, and can enhance the verification 

exactness of pore based fingerprint recognition frameworks. 

There are numerous strategy exists to make it un-extractable 

by foes, similar to one is to utilize multi-biometric 

characteristics under a solitary procedure, however it require 

additional sensors setup for every sort of qualities, the 

proposed method gives an additional edge to such 

frameworks which utilize single kind of sensor and give 

greater \security.  

This approach will give the innovation new 

plentifulness so as to give a safe method for verification, in 

which the pores are consistently separated. The proposed 

calculation performs superior to existing recognition 

algorithms 

In the future enhancement we will implement this 

system in various department for the security purpose and we 

can even maintain the larger database of the person or 

individuals containing the information regarding their bank 

details, license, pan cards and other details which can be 

accessed from the single. 
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